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For Tracking using SMS (recommended) 

1. Charge the Tracker Battery overnight. 

2. Purchase a mobile Phone SIM. Make sure it's the large SIM from Vodafone. 

3. Place the SIM in the Tracker 

4. With your own phone text the Tracker begin123456 

5. You should receive a text message back from the Tracker begin ok 

6. Set up your phone as the administrator by texting the tracker admin123456 0876669186 

replace 0876669186 with your own phone number. 

7. Ready to go! You only need to do the above steps once after you purchase. 

8. Call the Tracker anytime and you will receive a text reply with the time, date, speed and link. Click 

on the link and it will open Google maps automatically and shows the Tracker location on the Map. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Move Alert: You can setup the tracker to alert you once it moves outside a radius of circa 200 

metres. Text the tracker  move123456 making sure the tracker is outside and stationery. 

You should receive a text move ok.  

Once the tracker goes outside this radius it will alert you with a text. 

Shock sensor Alarm: You can setup the tracker to alert you when it is shocked. (if it is picked up and 

shaken) . This can be useful as a car alarm. i.e. if the car is tampered with or moved slightly causing 

the tracker to vibrate it will alert you with a text. 

Text the tracker shock123456 and you should receive a text shock ok.  

Once the tracker is shocked it will alert you with a text. 

Over speed alert: You can setup the tracker to alert you when it goes over a specified speed. 

Text the tracker speed123456 120 to alert your phone when the tracker exceeds 120kmph. You can 

change to whichever speed alert suits your needs. It works best at speeds >60kmph. 

 


